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Numerical results are presented from a fourth-order-accurate, purely z-level model
having no partial cells or special bottom boundary layer submodel. The model is
applied in the framework of six two-way-coupled grids spanning the North Atlantic
Ocean, Mediterranean Sea, Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico. Because of the great
reduction in memory storage and CPU time afforded by the variable grid distribution,
the model could be efficiently executed on a personal computer. The principal results
include: (1) volume exchange of ˜1.05 SV between relatively fresh North Atlantic
water (Strait of Gibraltar Overflow Water, SGOW) and denser, saltier Mediterranean
Sea Overflow Water (MOW); (2) an MOW depth penetration depth to ˜1,000m along
the Atlantic Coast of the Iberian Peninsula, after which it spreads further offshore at
that depth; (3) time mean SGOW jet path and fluctuations close to observations; and
(4) realistic results in all six subdomains. Excessive dilution of density current material, which has limited the MOW depth penetration to ˜500m in previous z-modeling
efforts, appears to have been avoided by proper choice of mixing and the accurate
numerical approximations employed. The widely published assumption that z-level
models have great difficulty in density current simulations due to excessive dilution
seems to be repudiated by the present results on sinking and spreading of MOW.

